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TO PROTECT THE LAW, SOMETIMES YOU NEED TO BREAK IT.

Israel's break-out crime drama STREET JUSTICE blurs the lines between legality and justice in a series packed with non-stop action, explosive stunts, gun fights, gritty crimes, car chases, dangerous romance and more.

The series stars Eric Arbel, a hot-headed police detective who detests criminals, but doesn't have the patience to wait for them to make 'illegal mistakes' before taking the law into his own hands. Eric works to clean up the streets, and if he has to cut some corners - or break an arm, piss off the wrong people, or beat someone into submission - to get his man behind bars, he'll do it without thinking twice... Which is part of his problem, at least according to his ex-wife, his police chief, and the lawyers who work overtime trying to legalize his cases.

Right from the first episode of the series, the action jumps off with an unbelievable twist, an act of violence that Eric instinctually commits, and that is bound to lead him down a twisted and unexpected path that changes everything.

Is a policeman still capable of doing his job when he has his own guilty conscience weighing on him? What happens when the hunter becomes the hunted, and when justice becomes a relative term?

STREET JUSTICE is Channel 10 Israel's highest-rated drama, ranking #1 in its time slot and garnering both critical and audience acclaim. The Israeli TV Guide called it: "The best Israeli police drama ever."